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ACCIDENTAL COLOURS.
J.BEDINGFIELD.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.
Sin,-A better explanation of acciden-
tal colours than M. Cuvier has given at
page 629 of THE LANCET, may be found in
Dr. Darwin’s Zoonomia, vol. i., pages 15 to
25 inclusive. M. Cuvier’s experiments are,
in reality, nearly the same as the illustra-
tions of that eminent philosopher; and I am
inclined to think that M. Cuvier is indebted
to Dr. Darwin for his information.
. 
" Palmam qui meruit ferat."
I am, Sir, yours, very respectfully,
Medical Academy, Stow Market.
LUNATIC PAUPERS IN THE COUNTY OF
MIDDLESEX.
FROM the returns which have been made
on this subject, it appears that there are
SQ7 male pauper lunatics in this county ;
females 546 ; sex not mentioned 20 ; total
873. Of this number, 409 have been more
than five years in an " unsound " state of
mind.
ON THE EXTRACTION OF TEETH.
By JOHN PALMER DE LA FONS, Esq.
AT a period when almost every art has
attained so high a degree of perfection, it
is truly surprising, and much to be regret-
ted, that so important an operation as that
of tooth-extracting, instead of advancing,
should have retrograded-that a set of den-
tal instruments, under the mask of improve-
ment, should be so clumsily constructed as
to be readily mistaken for afarrier’s tools.
Medical men, whose experience in this
department of surgery is often unavoidably
very limited, confiding in the misrepresen-
tations of persons interested in deceiving
them, are led to provide themselves with
instruments so ill-contrived, and of such
prepQstel"Olls dimensions, that they seem best
adapted for a speculative consignment to the
kingdom of Patagonia.
Few subjects have exhausted so much
time to little purpose as the attempt to
discover a means of extracting teeth in a
direction perpendicular to their axis. For
this purpose, a variety of contrivances have
been produced, many of them very ingeni-
ous ; but all, one after another, have sunk
into oblivion at a very short date from their
appearance-a disappointment that would
have been spared to the inventors of them,
had they commenced by acquiring a tho.
rough knowledge of the form of the teeth,
of the power requisite to detach them from
their sockets, of the fragile nature of de.
cayed teeth, and the structure of the alveo-
lar processes ; then, supposing them to be
acquainted only with the first principles of
mechanics, they must have perceived the
above-mentioned project was absurd in the
extreme, and one they could not have en.
tertained for a moment, had they compre.
hended the action of that most useful and
admirable contrivance, the key instrument.
He who does not clearly understand the
application of this instrument, is utterly
unfit to operate in cases of importance.
Considerable ingenuity has been dis.
played in some of those contrivances that
were expected to act by placing the fulcrum
upon the adjoining tooth, or teeth ; a method
that, for very obvious reasons, cannot pos-
siblysucceed. Others again, possessing no
talent for invention, have contented them-
selves with introducing, as a novelty, an in.
strument that has been in use from the re-
motest ages-a pair of pincers ! ! GREATLY
improved, by being made of the most gigan-
tic and appalling dimensions.
That the use of such an instrument is
highly objectionable in all cases where the
key is generally used, will be very evident,
if we reflect that the teeth hold so tightly
by reason of their diverging, crooked, and
otherwise misshapen roots, that the most
powerful and continued efforts to remove
them in that way will prove unavailing; un-
less, to be sure, breaking can be called re-
movin!2"’-*
On reference to fig. 1, the objections may
be readily traced. To detach the tooth A,
from its socket B, in giving the unavoid.
able movement from side to side, (from C to
D, for instance,) the point E being fixed,
which is not the case with the bolster, if the
tooth offers much resistance, the handles
must be grasped with extraordinary force,
or the jaws of the instrument will open, on
attempting to incline it in that direction
consequently the greater portion of force so
applied, is admirably calculated to wrench
off the crown of the tooth, as represented
by the dotted lines across the tooth at F.
If the pincers, under this form, are objec-
tionable, how much more so are they for
extracting the dens sapientiae and others,
where, the jaw not extending sufficiently
to apply them in the favourite perpendicu-
lar direction, it is necessary to curve them,
’ Those who pretend to operate in this
manner are so well aware of this fact, from
experience, that they have been frequently
detected exhibiting their &Iacute;1ifallible pincers
with one hand, while the key was concealed
in the other.
